Process Discovery Workshop
The fastest way to grasp and scope your processes, prioritize
the roadmap, and hit the ground running to deliver value fast.
The Process Discovery Workshop is an engaging 3-day
session to help you find and evaluate those processes within
your business for the value they’ll return if automated.
Additionally, you’ll create a roadmap for implementation so you
can generate value very quickly.

 Understand how to select process
for Intelligent Automation.

What is Process Discovery Workshop?

 Establish a process to identify high
ROI processes.

Our Process Discovery Workshop is a combination of
education, expert advice on process selection and analysis,
plus roadmap prioritization leveraging ROI analysis and
business case reviews.

Why Choose Process Discovery Workshop?
With the Process Discovery Workshop, a Blue Prism Senior
Consultant will guide you to leverage the Process Assessment
Tool as you traverse through 11 milestones throughout four
major stages including education, selection, analysis, and
prioritization.

What to expect:


In-depth criteria analysis for process discovery



Deep-dive sessions with the business process owners to
review current and design future state automations.



Perform and understand how to analyze ROI and value.



Pipeline definition and prioritization



Process Assessment Tool introduction and mentoring

VALUE AND OUTCOMES:

 Automation Pipeline established
and prioritized for immediate
development.
 Clear understanding of what a
good process looks like and how to
optimize pre-automation.
 Introduction to the Blue Prism
Process Assessment Tool.
 Realization of the impact digital
workers can have to transform your
business by doing new things you
couldn’t have done before
automation.

Contact your Blue Prism
account manager to
accelerate your discovery
with our Process
Discovery Workshop
today!

Blue Prism is the global leader in intelligent automation for the enterprise, transforming the way work is done.
At Blue Prism, we have users in over 170 countries in more than 2,000 businesses, including Fortune 500 and
public sector organizations, that are creating value with new ways of working, unlocking efficiencies, and returning
millions of hours of work back into their businesses. Our intelligent digital workforce is smart, secure, scalable, and
accessible to all; freeing up humans to re-imagine work.
To learn more visit www.blueprism.com and follow us on Twitter @blue_prism and on LinkedIn.
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